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Abstract
The United States patent system is undergoing changes, with a sharply increasing number of patent litigations and applications. This Thesis aims at
analyzing the role of Non-practicing entities—companies which engage in licensing and litigating patents, as opposed to producing—in the system. Using
two unique datasets of 533,720 U.S. patents, I investigate what type of patents
these entities uphold. Specifically, I focus on two proxy variables for patent
value (forward citations for social value and renewal rate for private value),
and analyze patents owned by one of the biggest Non-practicing entities, the
Intellectual Ventures. In comparison to two control groups, the results provide
some evidence that patents owned by this company: 1) do have an aboveaverage private and social value, and 2) show smaller relation between private
and social value. The results support existing research which suggests that
Non-practicing entities possess higher proportion of “strategic patents”, that
are highly privately valuable mainly for their litigation potential.
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Abstrakt
Americký patentový systém procházı́ proměnou, výrazně se zvyšuje počet žádostı́
o patenty i množstvı́ soudnı́ch sporů. Tato práce si klade za cı́l analyzovat
roli Non-practicing entities“ – firem, které se primárně nezabývajı́ výrobou,
”
ale licencovánı́m a souzenı́m patentů – v tomto systému. Analyzuji v nı́ –
s použitı́m dvou datasetů o 533 720 patentech registrovaných ve Spojených
státech – jaké patenty tyto Non-practicing entities“ shromažd’ujı́. Na paten”
tovém portfoliu jedné z největšı́ch z nich, firmy Intellectual Ventures, sleduji
dvě proměnné, které aproximujı́ hodnotu patentu (počet dopředných“ citacı́
”
pro společenskou hodnotu a počet obnovenı́ pro soukromou hodnotu). Výsledky
analýzy naznačujı́, že patenty této firmy: 1) majı́ nadprůměrnou společenskou
i soukromou hodnotu, 2) vykazujı́ menšı́ vztah mezi společenskou a soukromou
hodnotou. Práce tı́m podporuje dosavadnı́ výzkumy, ze kterých vycházı́, že
Non-practicing entities“ vlastnı́ nadprůměrný podı́l strategických patentů –
”
ty se vyznačujı́ vysokou soukromou hodnotou předevšı́m pro jejich význam v
soudnı́ch sporech.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The patent system is undergoing a dramatic development. Originally, patents
were intended to motivate individuals to create new inventions and for companies to invest in research and development (Langinier & Moschini 2002). In
recent decades, however, the system became flooded with numerous patent applications and litigations (Barry et al. 2014). The annual number of patent
applications and grants in the USA has gradually risen more than five times
from 1980 to 2013 (approaching 60,000 in 2013), according to the World Intellectual Property Organization.1 This increase has been accompanied by other
problems such as an increase in time it takes to issue a grant decision after
filing an application, and possible allegations of low quality patents (Eckert &
Langinier 2014).
One of the most criticized entities engaged in the patent business are Nonpracticing entities (NPEs), sometimes pejoratively called patent trolls. These
companies supposedly use patents as a commodity, which they are buying,
selling, and litigating—but rarely in production (Fischer & Henkel 2012). This
practice has been criticized as a misuse of the patent system. Defenders of NPEs
argue that the companies make the patent system work better by creating a
market for inventions (Shrestha 2009, e.g.).
Still, the quality of patents held by NPEs remains unclear. Feldman et al.
(2013) suggest that NPEs acquire large sets of patents to gather dominance on
the market—but that their patents often lack quality. Other studies found that
NPEs are no less successful in court litigation which would indicate that their
patents may be the same or better quality than others (Shrestha 2009).
I address the question of the role of NPEs in the patent system empirically.
1

Statistics available at http://ipstats.wipo.int/ipstatv2/index.htm, visited on
04/19/2016.
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My aim is to gain access to patent data, identify patents owned by NPEs,
create control groups, and find appropriate variables to compare them. More
specifically, I concentrate on the social and private value (and their mutual
relation) of US patents owned by Intellectual Ventures, one of the biggest Nonpracticing entities (holding over 30,000 patents worldwide). As proxy variables
for patent private and social value, I use patent renewal rate and citations
(Squicciarini et al. 2013, Abrams et al. 2013).2
As a result, by regressing forward citations on patent renewals, I find some
evidence that NPEs—in comparison to the control groups—concentrate patents
of both higher social and economic value: their patents are on average both
more cited and renewed. At the same time, patents owned by Intellectual
Ventures show different relation between social and private value: the relation
is weaker for more renewed patents. This suggests a higher proportion of
strategical patents in the company’s portfolio, with higher private value and
lower social value.
I begin with a literature overview in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, I describe
the sources of my dataset and lists of patents, and discuss control groups and
variables. In Chapter 4, I analyze patent social value, private value and their
relation: first on the whole dataset, then with a focus on NPEs’ patents and
the control groups. I also provide possible interpretations of the results. In
Chapter 5, I summarize the results and interpret them in the broader context
of the discussion on NPEs. Additionally, in Appendix A, I summarize the
process of creating the datasets and in Appendix B, I list additional regression
results.

2
All the exported datasets, Stata DO files and source codes used in the analysis are
publicly available at https://zenodo.org/record/51296.

Chapter 2
Literature review
2.1

The patent system

From the point of view of institutional economics, patents are meant to overcome the problem of knowledge (or, specifically, invention) free-riding. As
described by Langinier & Moschini (2002), inventions meet the definition of
a public good: they are non-rival in consumption (one can use them without
exploiting them) and non-excludable (it is hardly possible to prevent anyone
from using them). How to then make sure that coming up with a new invention
is worth the effort? By issuing a patent, a patent authority provides inventors
a limited monopoly on the use of an invention, and thus—by making it partly
excludable—provides an opportunity for the inventor to monetize his or her
work.
Patent authorities define specific criteria that a patent application must
meet in order to be successfull. The United States Patent and Trademark
Office (USPTO) requires that an invention, in order to be patentable, must:
be novel (describe new knowledge with respect to older patents as well as
other sources of public knowledge); involve an inventive step (be non-obvious
to a person with ordinary skills in the field of application); be useful (solve a
particular problem in at least one application); and be described in sufficient
detail to enable those skilled in the particular field to practice it (Langinier &
Moschini 2002, Eckert & Langinier 2014).1 If an application meets the criteria,
a patent with up-to 20 years validity is issued with specific patent scope (the
technological range of patent protection) (Eckert & Langinier 2014).
1

Detailed description of the criteria is available at USPTO’s website: http://www.uspto.
gov/web/offices/pac/mpep/mpep-9015-appx-l.html, visited on 04/19/2016.
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The advantages and disadvantages of the patent system were debated intensely in previous decades. As summarized by Eckert & Langinier (2014),
for advantages, patents: promote new discovery; assist in the dissemination of
knowledge; encourage technological transfer and commercialization; facilitate
the entry of new small companies, and allow the trading of knowledge. According to the authors, the disadvantages of patents include: social inefficiency of a
monopoly; duplication of spending (patent races); increased transaction costs
that may delay new inventions; and imperfect protection (since the monitoring
to detect infringement must be done by the patent holder himself or herself).
The administrative and legal costs of the patent system seem to be on the
rise. In the USA, the number of patent applications and grants has gradually
risen more than five times from 1980 to 2013 (approaching 60,000 in 2013),
according to the World Intellectual Property Organization. According to Barry
et al. (2014), the number of patent-related court cases has been increasing at an
overall compound annual growth rate of 8 % since 1991. Moreover, since 2009,
the annual growth rate of the number of patent cases filed then has been 24
%—almost three times the annual rate over a period between 1991 and 2013.
These increasing costs may be viewed as a threat to innovation, decreasing the
incentives to invest in research (Lanjouw & Schankerman 2001, Allison et al.
2010).
Eckert & Langinier (2014) suggest that the increase in applications and litigations can be attributed to legislation changes (allowing patent granting for
software and business methods); higher research expenditures; or lower examination standards. Additionally, changes in the judicial procedures may play
a role: Anderson (2015) argues that courts are competing for patent litigation cases by making the procedures more fast, standardized and predictable.2
Importantly, Hall (2004) claims that some companies may be accumulating
patents to defend against infringement claims and to strengthen their positions
in cross-licensing negotiations.
The use of patents as means of securing the company’s position on the
market (in contrast to producing new goods and services), has been discussed
in depth in various publications, see Chien (2010), e.g.. According to Bessen
(2003), some companies started to focus on patent thickets—a set of overlapping patents that allow to gain a dominant position in a specific technology
2

For example, from 1999, “[the] Eastern District’s rules resulted in litigants getting to
trial twice as quickly as litigants in the Northern District of California.” (Anderson 2015,
p. 653).
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area. The author suggests that this practice leads to an increase in complex
patent litigations and licensing negotiations and may, in effect, slow innovation
in certain industries. Some complex international patent cases and settlements
gained large media attention, such as the Apple Inc. v. Samsung Electronics
Co., Ltd. case in 2012 (Habenicht n.d., e.g.). The use of patents for nonproductive activities is called “strategic”. I will now focus on companies whose
business model is centered around using patents strategically.

2.2

Non-practicing entities

Non-practicing entities (NPEs) are the companies whose business model is based
on using patents as strategic instruments. While exact definitions differ—and
different terms such as Patent trolls or Patent-monetizing entities are used—,
there is a common understanding that NPEs are companies who do not create
or acquire patents for the sake of production, but rather use them as assets
(Fischer & Henkel 2012, Schwartz & Kesan 2014, e.g.). NPEs mainly make
profit by collecting patent portfolios and selling, licensing and legally enforcing
patents against infringes in order to receive damages or settlement payments
(Fischer & Henkel 2012). Intellectual Ventures (IV), one of the best known
NPEs, states on its website “[IV] makes a return on our investment by monetizing our inventions. We develop—entering into joint ventures and creating
spinouts. We sell—divesting non-business-critical assets. We license—offering
tech companies an efficient path to mitigating risk and establishing a competitive advantage.”3
According to some (including the NPEs themselves), by treating patents as
an asset, NPEs may be helping to create a patent market and promote new
discoveries (for example by helping financially constrained inventors to enforce
their patent rights) (Shrestha 2009). However, often they are considered a serious threat to innovation, misusing the original intention of the patent system.
By renewing and litigating patents with high private value and low social value,
they may be imposing significant costs on other entities in the patent market,
lowering the incentives to invest in research.4 . Feldman et al. (2013) argue that
as of 2012, the majority of patent litigations filed in the United States were
3

Cited
from
http://www.intellectualventures.com/about/
invention-marketplace/, visited on 04/19/2016.
4
The effect may be characterized as a problem of economic externalities, as NPEs do not
account for the possible additional costs they create by monetizing their patent portfolio.
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litigated by NPEs. Similarly, Bessen & Meurer (2013) argue that the number
of litigations filed by NPEs is increasing. They estimate—based on a survey of
82 companies—that, for large and small companies alike, these litigations are
leading to significant direct costs, estimated to $29 billion in 2011. Schwartz
& Kesan (2014) later criticized the methodology of the study, pointing out the
unrepresentative set of data and lack of baseline in litigation costs.
Others defend NPEs. Mazzeo et al. (2013) analyzed the outcomes of over
1,750 patent infringement cases and found out that there is only a small difference in the success rates between NPEs and other companies. That would
suggest that the quality of patents is also similar. They also argue that the proportion of NPEs on the market has been stable over years, which suggests that
a different factor must play a role in the increasing number of litigations. Fischer & Henkel (2012) analyzed a relatively small set of 392 US patents held by
NPEs and found that in comparison to the patents held by “practicing entities”,
patents held by NPEs have better technological quality (using an established
proxy of forward citations). Risch (2012) summarized the debate arguing that
overall, there is no convincing evidence that NPEs’ patents are of either higher
or lower quality.
In general, it is hard to obtain access to lists of patents held by individual
companies. In a detailed analysis, Ewing & Feldman (2011) tried to uncover
the portfolio of “the oldest and largest” of all NPEs, the Intellectual Ventures,
and found evidence that the company is using over 1,300 shell companies to
control their portfolio of approximately 30,000–60,000 patents. In late 2013,
the company made 82 % of their portfolio available publicly on their website,
consisting of 33,000 patent numbers registered in the United States and around
the world (Bishop n.d.).5 Using this portfolio and other data, I can tackle
the question of whether NPEs’ patents are less valuable than those of others
companies. In the next section, I will discuss the ways to measure patent
value.
5

The company does not state what part of the portfolio has been excluded. On its
website, it explains why it did make public only part of the portfolio: “The list is a snapshot.
It may lag behind our actual holdings due to the time it takes to complete the intake of newly
acquired patents and to protect our current and emerging investment strategies. The list also
excludes patents where public disclosure poses confidentiality concerns such as contractual
obligations we owe to sellers or licensors.” (http://patents.intven.com/faq, visited on
2016-05-07.)

2.
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Analyzing patent value

Basically, patent value can be defined in two ways and several proxies have been
used to measure each of them. First, patent value can be defined with respect to
the patent holder’s benefit: patent value is understood as the patent’s ability to
contribute to the patent owner’s revenue—as a means of profit creation (private
value). This definition is used when analyzing patent-related entities’ behavior
and contributes to explaining the entities’ motivation to apply, manage and
renew patents (Grimaldi et al. 2014). Second, patent value can be defined with
respect to the purpose of patents as a social institution: to boost innovation
and technological novelty (social value) (Farrell & Shapiro 2008, Grimaldi et al.
2014). This definition is used to evaluate the effectiveness of the patent system
and its contribution to creating value in the society. While these two definitions
surely correlate, some patents might be used as means of patent holder’s profit
maximization even if their social value is negligible (for example, a patent on
the swipe gesture filed by Apple, Inc. has been criticized as one, before being
invalidated by a court) (Crouch n.d.).
As described by Squicciarini et al. (2013), several proxies for patent value
have been studied, including surveys among patent evaluators (assuming that
surveyed experts can correctly estimate the value), value of the company holding a patent (assuming that value of a company is correlated with value of
its patents), patent scope (assuming that the number of fields a patent covers
is positively correlated with its value), family size (assuming that number of
related patent applications in different countries is positively correlated with
its value), backward citations (assuming that the number of patents cited by
a patent is positively correlated with it’s value) and patent litigation and its
results (assuming that court success rate is positively correlated with patent
value). While the accuracy of many of these proxies has been debated (such
as backward citations and claims), data on others are hard to gather (such as
surveys and litigation results). In my further analysis, I will use two proxies—
forward citations and patent renewals—that have the advantage of a straightforward interpretation and relatively easy calculation. Next, I will describe the
two in more detail.
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When an application for a patent is filed, the applicant is asked to list references
to prior patents upon which their new invention is built—the patent citations.
In the application process, the USPTO has the list examined, and additional
references may be added or subtracted (Harhoff et al. 2003, Grimaldi et al.
2014). References from a patent to other already existing patents are called
backward citations, references to a patent from later patents are called forward citations. While some correlation between backward citation and patent
value was found, the link is not strong (Grimaldi et al. 2014). Forward citations, however, were shown to be clearly positively correlated with both patent
values—and are often used as a proxy for social value (Harhoff et al. 2003).
The intuition behind forward citations as patent social value proxy is that
the number of forward citations reflects the technological importance of the
patent for gaining new knowledge: the more a patent is cited, the more important it is for further innovations (Harhoff et al. 2003). Moser et al. (2015) find a
strong correlation between forward citations of patents on improvements in hybrid corn and yields from these modified crops. Additionally, a similar approach
to evaluating intellectual work is used in measuring scientific literature contribution, for example. Ball & Tunger (2006) state that a normalized Science
Citations Index and other indexes (that use number of citations per article)
are an increasingly important tool in the evaluation of scientific output—as
opposed to relying on “unspecific, personal assessments by experts” only (Ball
& Tunger 2006).
A clear advantage of this proxy is that it is not determined by the patent
applicant, patent holder, or any other single stakeholder, but is established in
arguably independent application processes of patent-holders’ later patents.6
A natural feature of forward citations is that its value is zero immediately after
a patent is granted. Thus, older patents are on average more cited. Several
methods were proposed to solve the problem: Squicciarini et al. (2013) suggested taking into account only patents received within 3, 5 or 7 years after
grant date (and thus introduce a meaningful set with the same conditions as
6

The independence can be challenged by self-citing, the practice of patent-holders referencing patents in their possession. This may generate a bias in the measurement which is
hard to account for, as it is nontrivial to separate genuine and misleading self-citations and
identify patent holders. Still, the reexamination process should control most of inappropriate
self-citations.
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to the time elapsed); Hall et al. (2005) suggest normalizing received citations
by age (which may negatively effect very old patents).
Importantly, Abrams et al. (2013) found that—in a dataset consisting of
tens of thousands patents owned by NPEs—the relationship between forward
citations and private value had the shape of an “inverted U”, suggesting that
not only less, but also more privately valuable patents are less cited. The
authors suggested that this may be caused by “defensive” patents which are
valuable for strategical reasons, as they “expand the area of protection available
to previously granted patents” (as opposed to productive patents which are
valuable for their inventiveness) (Abrams et al. 2013, p. 2). These patents
might be highly privately valuable, while having little innovative value and
thus receive little forward citations.

2.3.2

Patent renewals

In the United States, a patent can remain valid for up to 20 years from the
filing date. However, to keep a patent valid, a patent holder must regularly pay
maintenance fees to the USPTO. The fees are due after 3–3.5, 7–7.5 and 11–11.5
years from the day of patent grant, and if they are not payed, the patent rights
lapse (after 4, 8, or 12 years from the grant date, respectively). A half-year
delay in the payment is permitted with a late-payment surcharge, however,
early payments are not accepted.7 The direct cost of renewing a patent varies
with the size of the patent holder (being more costly for big companies) and
the period after which it is payed (increases for each payment)—it ranges from
$ 400 to $ 7,400 per renewal.8 Additionally, significant indirect costs (such
as securing the patent for possible litigation, internal procedural costs, and
additional fees for administrative procedures) may be associated with patent
renewals.
Assuming patent holders make profit-maximizing decisions, it is thus rational to maintain patents that can be expected to provide enough revenue to
cover costs associated with its maintenance. For that reason, patent renewals
have been often used as a proxy for patent private value (Squicciarini et al.
2013, Štěpánek 2012). Again, as patents cannot be renewed before 3, 4, or 8
7
The official guidelines are available at USPTO’s website: http://www.uspto.gov/
patents-maintaining-patent/maintain-your-patent#GeneralInformation, visited on
04/19/2016.
8
The
fees
are
available
at
USPTO’s
website:
http://www.uspto.
gov/learning-and-resources/fees-and-payment/uspto-fee-schedule#
PatentMaintenanceFee, visited on 04/19/2016.
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years from the grant date, data on patent renewals are naturally not available
immediately after they are granted. Also, the proxy can be used only as a
categorical variable rather than a continuous one.

Chapter 3
The Dataset
In my analysis, I combine several datasets from various sources. Most importantly, I use a database of patents granted by the United States Patent and
Trademark Office (USPTO) between 1975 and mid-2014, a modified version of
a public dataset provided by the office. It includes detailed information on
over 5,000,000 patents, and I cover its description in Section 3.1. Information
from this dataset has been used to generate variables useful in the analysis,
the description of which appears in Section 3.3. To determine the study and
control group, I use lists of patents owned by or assigned to specific companies.
I cover these lists in Section 3.2.

3.1

USPTO Patent data

The USPTO maintains a database of every patent application and every granted
patent they issued since 1975. The database is accessible through the USPTO’s
website,1 providing various information on granted patents, including: name,
abstract, application date, grant date, cited patents and others. In addition,
the office also provides the data for a bulk-download,2 however, the database
is stored in dozens of separate files of various formats and is non-trivial to
assemble into one coherent form.
I use a modified version of the USPTO database created from the USPTO bulk
download by Aditya Kaulagi and Gabe Fierro in Berkeley University Colelam
Fung Institute project (Fierro 2014). The tables of the database—which can
1

http://www.uspto.gov/patents-application-process/search-patents, visited on
04/19/2016.
2
http://www.uspto.gov/learning-and-resources/electronic-bulk-data-products,
visited on 04/19/2016.
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be downloaded from the Patent Database Search Tool project website—were
created using open source code from the Patent Processor Project,3 the description of the assembly process can be found in Fierro (2014). The dataset
covers 5,271,459 patents granted by the USPTO between January 7th, 1975 and
August 12th, 2014. I have downloaded these separate tables from the project
and linked them into one SQLite database. To check the database accuracy,
I also compared its data on several randomly chosen patents with the official
USPTO search tool.
Additionally, I use a table of patent “maintenance events” which is available
on the USPTO’s website.4 Using the table, I am able to obtain approximate information about patent renewals on patents granted after September 1st, 1981.
Specifically, I can determine if the patent has been renewed after 4, 8, or 12
years.5 The values are approximated, as some payments may have not had resulted in patent renewal—for example if a payment had been returned for being
too early or late and never sent again. Various scenarios can result in complex
procedures (which may involve judicial appeals and other complications), and
without a detailed knowledge of the USPTO’s procedures it is impossible to incorporate all of them into the calculation. Specific information on the process
is described in Appendix A.
Using this data, I can calculate selected variables to analyze the whole
dataset and patent lists. I describe these exported variables in Section 3.3.
Next, I focus on the patent lists.

3.2

Patent lists

I operate with four lists of patents. The first two are public lists of patents
owned by two Non-practicing entities (NPEs): Intellectual Ventures and RPX
Corporation, which are described in the next subsection (Subsection 3.2.1).
For comparison, I use a list of patents assigned to a group of technological
companies (Subsection 3.2.2), and a list of patents semi-randomly selected to
match the Intellectual Ventures’ patents (to be explained Subsection 3.2.3).
For each list, I also use a subsample of valid patents (with respect to the
database age, that is August 12th, 2014). The subsample is important in order
3

https://github.com/funginstitute/patentprocessor, visited on 04/19/2016.
https://bulkdata.uspto.gov/data2/patent/maintenancefee/,
visited
04/19/2016.
5
The list covers events that occurred before February 22nd, 2016.
4

on
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to avoid a bias in comparing the individual groups. The Intellectual Ventures
and RPX Corporation lists are lists of patents that were actually in possession
of the two companies (with respect to a specific date)—theoretically, all of
those must have been valid at the time. It is thus crucial to restrict the two
other lists to valid patents in order to be able to carry out valid comparisons.
I also generated restricted subgroups of valid patents for the two NPEs. The
reason is that the methodology of determining valid patents may not be in line
with the accuracy of the lists of patents and it is thus reasonable to use the
same criteria for all the lists.6

3.2.1

Non-practicing entities’ portfolios

I make use of two lists of patents owned by two US companies. Both are listed
on the NPE Tracker List, created by a patent-analyst company IP Checkups
which is available online on the company’s website—each with different characteristics of their role on the patent market.7
The first is a public list of patents owned by the Intellectual Ventures company, founded in 2000, which contains 19,445 US patent numbers and can
be downloaded from the company’s website (Ewing & Feldman 2011).8, 9 The
company is often mentioned as one of the biggest and most important NPEs.
According to Ewing & Feldman (2011), the company is probably the 5th largest
US patent holder, managing its portfolio using 1,300 shell companies; Chien
(2010) states that it had a significant role in the development of patent market
space by pioneering litigation practices; IP Checkups state the company for
example filed lawsuits against AT&T, Sprint and T-Mobile and “has received
widespread media and academic attention for its use of over 1200 alleged shell
companies to house its patent assets.”10
The exact update date of the list is not provided on the website, nor did the
company state it via email. However, it must have been updated on August
8th 2014 or later, as that is the most recent date a patent from the list has
6

As described in Section 4.2, 99.34 % of patents held by Intellectual Ventures are valid
using this methodology.
7
http://www.ipcheckups.com/npe-tracker/npe-tracker-list/,
visited
on
24/02/2016.
8
http://patents.intven.com/finder, visited on 24/02/2016.
9
For comparison, Google company, founded in 1998, applied for approximately
10 000 patents total, according to Prime Patent: http://www.prime-patent.com/
google-patent-portfolio/, visited on 24/02/2016.
10
http://www.ipcheckups.com/npe-tracker/npe-tracker-list/,
visited
on
24/02/2016.
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been granted. In some tables, I use the label “IV” to refer to this list, and “IV
now” to refer to its subgroup of valid patents.
The second list is a list of patents owned by the RPX Corporation which
contains 2,865 US patent numbers. The portfolio is of a smaller size and the
company is characterized as an NPE of a specific type: IP Checkups describe
the company as a “defensive patent aggregator”, providing its paying members protection in lawsuits by granting access to the shared patent portfolio.
On its website, the company states that it has “helped clients achieve nearly
950 dismissals from active litigations and avoid thousands of patent lawsuits
altogether.”11 According to IP Checkups, the company “[will] also license the
patents to outside companies under fair, reasonable, and non-discriminatory
[. . . ] terms, and members of the [. . . ] consortium will retain licenses for the
patents.” The list has been provided to me via email and is also accessible
through the company’s online search tool.12 The most recent patent on the
list was granted on August 12th 2014. In some tables, I use the label “RPX”
to refer to this list, and “RPX now” to refer to its subgroup of non-expired
patents.

3.2.2

Big technological companies’ patents

As I wish to determine whether patents owned by NPEs are (any) different from
other patents, the question of the control group naturally arises: what should
these patents be compared to? Different options on how to assemble a control
group have different advantages and disadvantages and I have thus created two
control groups.
The first is a list of patents assigned to 22 large US (mainly technological)
companies,13 which was used in Schwarz & Štěpánek (2016), and provided to
me by my thesis supervisor. The list contains 223,329 US patent numbers
granted to these big companies. The main difference and disadvantage from
the previous two lists held by the NPEs is that this list is not updated on patents
sold or acquired by a company: in the case that Google acquired patents via
the acquisition of another company, the patents are not on this list. Many
companies also use subsidiaries to manage their patent portfolios, and those
11

http://www.rpxcorp.com/
https://search.rpxcorp.com/advanced_search/search_patents,
visited
on
24/02/2016.
13
Specifically, the list contains patents assigned to: AMD, Adobe, Altera, Apple, Applied Materials, Autodesk, Boeing, Citrix, Dell, Google, HP, IBM, Intel, Intuit, Logitech,
Microsoft, Nuance, Oracle, RedHat, Symantec, Textron, United Technologies.
12
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patents are not included on the list either. The list also does contain patents
that are expired, but using a patent renewals database, I was able to add
this information. Though the list is not directly comparable, it contains a
substantial number of patents and provides a good partial comparison. In all
tables, I use the label “big tech” to refer to this list, and “big tech now” to
refer to its subgroup of non-expired patents.

3.2.3

Intellectual ventures mirror

In an effort to create a control group for the Intellectual Ventures’ patents, I
have created a list containing semi-randomly picked patents from the USPTO
database. To do that, I used two broad characteristics of groups of patents:
first, I used their distribution in time—determined by the year a patent was
granted. Second, I used their distribution among USPTO classifications—which
identify the broad areas of research which a patent covers—and which are in
the application process. In a patent litigation study, Lanjouw & Schankerman
(2001) created a “matched” control group by randomly choosing patents with
identical distribution among International Patent Classification. Developing
the approach further, I created a list of patents issued in similar years and
with a similar USPTO classification as the Intellectual Ventures’ list.14 A script
created using Python programming language and SQLite database engine has
been used in the process; it is described in more detail in Appendix A. The
advantage of the list is that it matches the time and classification distributions
of Intellectual Ventures’ patents, and thus provides a better comparison than
a random sample of the whole data: it is expected to be affected by the same
time trends and differences between patents in different classifications.
In the process of making the statistical mirror, two problems arose. First, a
patent usually belongs to multiple first-level patent classifications (mainclasses)
and can occur several times in one mainclass. For example, the patent number
7067875 occurs twice in mainclass 438 and once in mainclass 257. Were it
not the case, the task to create a mirror would be easier, consisting of two
steps: first, calculating the number of Intellectual Ventures’ patents for each
combination of year and mainclass; second, randomly choosing the corresponding number of patents from the database for each combination of a year and
a mainclass. Instead, I had to first assign weight to patents by the total num14

The USPTO uses around 400 main patent classes and automatically reassigns the classification of older patents (Hall et al. 2001).
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ber of mainclasses to which they belong. For example, the patent number
7067875 was issued in 2006 and thus has the weight of 23 in year-mainclass
combination 2006/438 and 13 in 2006/257. Second, I wanted the selection to
be reasonably different from the Intellectual Ventures (IV) list (i.e. not to select
the same patents). I thus incorporated a random element in the selection so
that the mirror did not need to have precisely the same distribution among
year-mainclass combinations.
To create a list complying with the above lines of thought, I used a set of
2,702 unique categories of years and mainclasses that were present in the Intellectual Ventures’ list.15 For each combination, I then calculated the number
of patents in the list, while weighting them accordingly. For each combination
of year Y and classification C, the Weighted Sum of Patents is thus

W SPY,C =

P
X
np
p=1

tp

where P is the total number of patents in the category, and for each patent,
np is the number of times a patent matches the year-classification combination, and tp is the total number of classifications a patent is in. For the yearclassification categories, the WSP ranges from 0.03 to 141.03 with mean value
7.18 and standard deviation 14.05.
The control list was pseudo-randomly picked from the whole database to
match the Weighted Sum of Patents profile of Intellectual Ventures patents. In
brief, the process consisted of picking individual patents from the whole USPTO
database, and choosing whether to include it into the mirror list by comparing
its grant year and classification with the Intellectual Venture’ WSP profile.
The decision process included a pseudo-randomly generated variable to secure
random sampling: running the script again would generate a different list of
patents.
Table 3.1 shows selected WSP values of the two lists in comparison. The
values differ only slightly: in a formal t-test, we failed to reject the null hypothesis that WSP mirror = WSP IV with p-value 0.20. Figure 3.1 shows the
distribution of patents by grant year for the Intellectual Ventures, the “mirror”,
and the “mirror now”. The difference between the Intellectual Ventures and
the mirror is very small, while the “mirror now” subgroup does not have the
15

An
overview
of
mainclasses
is
available
at
the
USPTO’s
http://www.uspto.gov/patents-application-process/patent-search/
classification-standards-and-development, visited on 04/20/2016.
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Figure 3.1: Patent distribution in time:
Table 3.1: Weighted Sum of Patents: IV
IV vs. “mirror”
vs. “mirror”
Comparison of patents per grant year
Sample of year-classification categories
held by Intellectual Ventures and the
and Weighted Sum of Patents held by
semi-randomly generated “mirror”. N =
Intellectual Ventures and semi-randomly
19,445 (IV), 19,236 (mirror).
generated list.

same distribution in grant year (and thus neither in WSP). However, this result
was within the intentions of creating the list, as it reflects the average characteristics of patents issued in comparable fields of research and years—regardless
of their renewal rates.
At the same time, the two lists rarely overlap: only 313 patents are both
on the Intellectual Ventures list and on the mirror list (1.6 % of Intellectual
Ventures’ patents). The overlapping patents are distributed in line with the
overall distribution, with average 16.47 duplicates per year (median 17, maximum 37 in 2010). That is a relatively satisfactory result, given the high number
of year-classification combinations and only few patents in some of them in the
whole dataset. The mirror list may thus provide us with a good comparison for
the Intellectual Ventures’ patent portfolio. In all the following tables, I use the
label “mirror” to refer to this list, and “mirror now” to refer to its subgroup of
valid patents.

3.3

Exported dataset

Using the database, I was able to export patent-specific characteristics that
allow me to analyze the patent portfolio. Beside the straightforward variables:
number, title, application date, grant date, number of subclasses, firm; I also
calculated the bwd cit variable (the total number of patents cited by a patent),
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fwd cit variable (the total number of patents citing a patent), fwd cit 5y variable (the total number patents citing a patent, limited to 5 years from patent
grant), fwd cit 7y variable (the total number of patents citing a patent, limited
to 7 years from patent grant), and the renewal variable (the maximum number
of years after which a patent was renewed).
Two datasets, which include these variables, were generated from the database:
the first, consisting of 250,000 randomly chosen patents from the whole database
which is used in Section 4.1, the second consisting of patents included in the
patent lists described in Section 3.2, which is used in Section 4.2.16
The overall process of gathering the data, creating and modifying a database,
and exporting the variables involved several steps. For transparency and errorchecking, I described the process and listed the source codes in Appendix A.

16
Both the datasets inline with Stata DO files are publicly available at https://zenodo.
org/record/51296.

Chapter 4
Empirical analysis
To get an insight into patent characteristics, I analyze the whole dataset first.
In Section 4.1 I focus on the overall trends in patent grants, renewals and
citations, and the relationship between social and private value. In Section 4.2
I then focus specifically on patents owned by Non-practicing entities (NPEs) in
comparison to control groups described in the previous chapter.

4.1

Dataset overview

The annual number of granted patents has been increasing significantly in previous decades. As shown in Figure 4.1, it has risen steadily from 70,226 to
303,478 between 1976 and 2013.1 Out of the total 5,271,459 patents in the
United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) dataset, 49.35 % are valid
and 50.65 % have expired. The proportion of valid patents is rising with time,
which can be expected.
With the exception of Figure 4.1, I performed overall statistical tests and
generated graphs on the random subsample of 250,000 patents (4.74 % of the
sample)—mainly because operating on the whole dataset was extremely demanding in terms of computational power. Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 show a
comparison of the distribution of patents for the whole dataset and the sample,
respectively. The graphs are almost identical, indicating that there should be
no significant error in using the random sample in further analysis.
1

While the whole dataset rages between 1975 and 2014, the graph does not cover the
whole years 1975 and 2014. That is why I work with the restricted range.
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Figure 4.1: Patents granted between Figure 4.2: Patents granted between
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4.1.1

Number of granted patents between 1976
and 2013 (left axis). Percentage of valid
patents between 1976 and 2013 (right
axis). N = 250 000 patents (random subset).

Social and private value

As I want to use forward citations and patent renewals as proxy variables for
patent value (social and private, respectively), it is useful to analyze them in
more detail on the whole dataset. I first describe them independently; yet, as
forward citations show a time trend, in the process of the analysis, I develop
methods to tackle the problem and allow for comparison in time. Finally, I
investigate the correlation between the two proxies.
Patent renewals
A patent can remain valid for up to 20 years from the filing date: however, to
keep a patent valid, a patent holder must regularly pay maintenance fees to
the USPTO. The fees are due after 3–3.5, 7–7.5 and 11–11.5 years from the day
of patent grant, and if they are not payed, the patent rights lapse (after 4, 8,
or 12 years from the grant date, respectively).
The data on renewals are available on patents issued after September 1,
1981. Most of these patents are renewed at least once and almost half are
renewed three times: 85.25 % are renewed after 4 years (out of patents older
than 4 years), 64.33 % of patents are renewed after 8 years (out of patents
older than 8 years) and 44.83 % of patents are renewed after 12 years (out of
patents older than 12 years). These percentages increase slightly over time:
for example, out of patents granted in 1985, 84.34 % were renewed after 4
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Figure 4.3: Average backward citations Figure 4.4: Average forward citations
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000 patents).

years and 36.53% were renewed after 12 years; and for patents granted in 2002,
87.72 % were renewed after 4 years and 48.36 % after 12 years. This might
suggest either that patents are generally becoming more privately valuable, or
patent renewals are becoming relatively less expensive over time.
Citations
When an application for a patent is filed, the USPTO asks the applicant to list
references to prior patents upon which their new invention is built. Later in the
application process, the list is further examined by the USPTO, and additional
references may be added or subtracted (Harhoff et al. 2003). Citations from a
patent to other existing patents are called backward citations, citations from
later patents to a patent are called forward citations.
On average, a patent cites 12.58 other patents (with standard deviation
31.64), and receives 10.80 citations (with standard deviation 24.53, this includes
recent patents that are likely to receive more citations in the future); 24.23 %
of patents received no citation. Figure 4.3 shows that the average number of
backward citations has been rising steadily between 1975 and 2013, quadrupling
over the period. Figure 4.4 shows that forward citations have also risen steadily
for patents granted before 1996 (reaching 21.81)—doubling over the period—,
but more recent patents are on average cited less. It is important to note that
patents are cited even after they have already expired: for example, patents
that were never renewed (and thus were valid for the maximum of 4 years)
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were on average cited cited 1.6 times in the first 5 years from grant, but 6.55
times in total. This supports the assumption that forward citations and patent
renewals are independent (further discussed in Section 4.1.1).
The increase in average backward citations may be explained by various
factors. One relevant factor probably is the overall increase in the number of
patents, as there is simply more previous work to refer to. Also the rise of computer technology may play a role, making it easier to search for previous work.
Additionally, changes in legislation are another factor. Overall, it supports the
impression of the increasing complexity of the system: not only is the total
number of patents on the rise, but so is the number of links between them.
The decrease of forward citations for more recent patents can be explained
by the fact that these are time-dependent (the day a patent is issued, it has no
forward citations). In the next subsection, I will investigate approaches that
try to control for this trend, in order to make the comparison of patents of
different ages possible.
Forward citations in time
Forward citations are an important variable in approximating patent social
value: the more a patent is cited, the more valuable knowledge it probably
covers (see Subsection 2.3.1 for more details). The time trend of the variable may generate a bias in the approximation of the patents’ social value,
discriminating against more recent patents. To deal with it, researchers proposed several approaches—analyzing the lag between citations (Marco 2007)
or time before first citation (Gay et al. 2005), among others. Here, I apply
two approaches: normalizing patent citations by patent age (Marco 2007) and
restricting citations to first 5 or 7 years from patent grant (Abrams et al. 2013,
Grimaldi et al. 2014).
Figure 4.5 shows average forward citations by year of patent grant. As
expected, we can see decreasing average citations from approximately 1995 to
present. Earlier, the trend was increasing, which may have been caused by
various factors, including changes in average citations per patent or citation
norms (however, various factors may interact differently). A subgroup of valid
patents shows higher average values (and sharper decrease) which will be further discussed in Section 4.1.1.
Normalizing the number of citations by age (dividing the number of citations by years since grant) may discriminate against very old patents, as they
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Figure 4.7: Average forward citations, Figure 4.8: Average forward citations,
restricted to 5 years
restricted to 7 years
Average forward citations restricted to 5
years from grant date by grant year (for
valid patents). Random subset of 250,000
(124,377) patents.

Average forward citations restricted to 7
years from grant date by grant year (for
valid patents). Random subset of 250,000
(124,377) patents.

probably receive citations less frequently: Hall et al. (2001) found that the mean
relative age of cited patents is around 15 years. At the same time, this method
might control for the time trend in the subgroup of more recent patents—
specifically in valid patents, as patents expire after 20 years from grant date,
and thus mostly belong to the interval where the time trend is positive. Figure 4.6 shows normalized forward citations by grant date. The decreasing trend
after 1995 continues to be in a milder form, and very recent patents are still
significantly discriminated. As described by Schwarz & Štěpánek (2016), the
measure can be meaningfully used for at least 5-years-old enough patents to
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allow for a representative number of citations—I thus use it for patents granted
before 2009. Again, a subgroup of valid patents shows a sharper decrease for
more recent patents, which will be further discussed in Section 4.1.1.
Another approach, proposed by Hall et al. (2005), is to restrict citations
to 5 or 7 years from grant date. On average, a patent receives 3.19 citations over the first 5 years (with standard deviation of 5.54) and 5.15 citations
over the first 7 years (with standard deviation of 8.94). In comparison, on
average, patents older than 20 years receive 15.32 citations (with standard
deviation of 26.69). The 7-year-measure thus clearly approximates the total
number of forward citations better than the 5-year-measure, taking into account more information—however, it does not account for the time trend for
patents younger than 7 years and thus can only be used to compare old enough
patents. Additionally, both restrictions may discriminate against fields of research with a “lower” innovation speed. It might be the case that in certain
fields (computer technology, e.g.) most forward citations occur early after a
patent is granted, whereas in other fields (chemistry, e.g.) it might take more
time. Patents from “slower” fields thus might seem to be less cited judging
from the restricted citations—even though overall, the opposite may be true.
Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 show forward citations limited to 5 and 7 years
from grant, respectively. On the 7 year graph, we can see relatively stable
average values between approximately 1996 and 2007. The 5 year graph does
fluctuate more, showing an unexpected additional decrease between approximately 1995 and 2005: this may be explained e.g. by procedural and legislative
changes that postponed more citations over the edge of 5 years in the period.
Again, as expected, we can see a sharp decrease for patents newer than 5 and 7
years, respectively (which is caused by the restriction not having an effect); and
a steady increase before 1995 (following the overall trend, as discussed above).
In the text, I will refer to this measure as to “5-year (forward) citations” and
“7-year (forward) citations”.
To control for the time trend, I also considered incorporating the age of
a patent as an independent variable into the regression model (discussed in
the next section). However, age is positively correlated with patent renewals
(in fact, it is determined by them), which would result in a multicollinearity
problem and influence the coefficients.
We can thus observe two time trends for citations. First, the overall backward patent citations show an increasing trend with time. Second, for forward
citations of recent patents (granted 20 years ago and less), this effect is sur-
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passed by the fact that forward citations are strictly time-dependent. This
means that caution should be taken when comparing patents with different
time distributions. Trying to control for these two trends—specifically for recent patents—I used two approaches: normalizing forward citations by age,
and restricting citations to those of patents granted after 5 and 7 years from
patent grant. I will use these measures in the following sections.
Citations-renewals regression model
From the perspective of a patent holder, forward citations are mostly determined externally (in the granting processes of other patents) whereas patent
renewals are determined internally (by paying a fee to the USPTO). These two
proxies can be considered as independent variables. In this section, I investigate
the relationship between them.
Assuming that the decision to renew a patent is made rationally, a patent
holder, when making it, evaluates the expected future income from the patent—
its private value. Part of this value may be determined by whether a patent
covers such an innovation that allows for a production of products successful
in the market—which may be correlated with the social value of the patent
(Squicciarini et al. 2013). Using forward citations as a proxy for patent social
value, we can thus expect a positive relation between them and patent renewals.
Other factors that influence private value of a patent may be strategic: a patent
may be used to secure the company’s position for legal disputes and negotiation.
These reasons may not be related to social value, as I will further discuss in
Section 4.2.
To investigate the relation between patent renewals and forward citations,
I use Ordinary least squares (OLS) regression. The method estimates linear
coefficients in a modelled relationship between one dependent variable, and
several independent variables. The coefficients are chosen so that they minimize
the sum of squared residuals between the estimated values and observed data.
Under specific assumptions (discussed below), these estimates can separate the
effects of individual independent variables on the dependent variable.
As for the dependent variable, I use normalized and restricted patent citations (which can be treated as continuous variables). As for independent
variables, I use patent renewals as dummy variables for patents renewed after
three periods: 4, 8 and 12 years (with 0 renewals being the base):
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f orward citations = β0 + β1 renewal4 + β2 renewal8 + β3 renewal12
On the right hand side, β0 represents the base for never renewed patents,
and β1 , β2 and β3 represent the coefficients on patents renewed after 4, 8, and
12 years, respectively. The sizes of the coefficients thus show how much the
patents in each renewal group are expected to receive more forward citations,
with respect to the base.
In order to use the OLS regression, the underlying statistical assumptions
need to hold. Specifically, that means: linearity in parameters, random sampling (discussed at the beginning of this chapter), sample variation in explanatory variables and zero conditional mean (most importantly, patent renewals
and forward citations are determined in independent processes, as discussed
in Section 4.1.1). Additionally, the homoskedasticity assumption is not met,
which I discuss in the following paragraphs. Also, patent renewals are not normally distributed (most importantly, 23.76 % of patents are never cited) and
the normality assumption thus does not hold—however, with sample sizes of
thousands of patents, I can rely on the asymptotic normality of the variables.
To achieve a comprehensive result, I run several versions of the OLS regression. For reasons discussed in the following text, I then choose one version to
proceed. A table of detailed results for all the regressions and illustrations is
available in Appendix B.
I start by regressing (normalized, 5-year and 7-year) forward citations on
the three dummy variables.2 This simple regression has two main drawbacks:
it suffers from heteroskedasticity and outlier observations (observations that
are far from the population mean of the dependent variable). In a formal
Breusch-Pagan and Cook-Weisberg heteroskedasticity text, we rejected the null
hypothesis of homoskedasticity with p-value of 0.00. Heteroskedasticity-robust
standard errors will thus be used.
The outliers in forward citations might strongly influence the estimated coefficients, due to the squaring of residuals (Verardi & Croux 2008). As can
be seen on Figure 4.9, the presence of outliers is significant. To tackle the
2

Each of the regressions is performed on a restricted subset of data: for all three subsets,
patents granted after 1981 are used, as renewal information for older patents is not available.
Additionally, for the normalized and 5-year regressions, patents granted before 2009 are used,
as earlier patents are discriminated against. Similarly, for the 7-year regression, patents
granted before 2007 are used.
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Figure 4.9: Box-and-whisker plot of forward citations

Box-and-whisker plot of forward citations for a subgroup of never renewed
patents granted after 1981, 371 observations with more than 30 citations per
year omitted. Dots mark outliers (defined as higher values than 23 times the upper quartile), ◦ marks the median, | marks the maximum (excluding outliers).
N = 72,089.

Figure 4.10: Box-and-whisker plot of 7-year forward citations
Box-and-whisker plot of 7-year forward citations for a subgroup of never renewed
patents granted after 1981. Dots mark outliers (defined as higher values than 32
times the upper quartile), ◦ marks the median, | marks the maximum (excluding
outliers). N = 72,089.

problem, I compare several approaches. First, it is possible to remove the outliers from the dataset—however, this approach is inappropriate, as the outlier
observations are a genuine part of the data. Second, it is possible to use a
transformation of the data. The log transformation cannot be used in this
case, as it omits observations with the value of 0. In similar cases, different
transformations are sometimes considered, such as the log(x + 1), Box-Cox
or inverse hyperbolic sine transformations.3 However, their effect and the regression coefficients are hard to interpret and possibly do not control for all
outliers. Figure B.1 and Figure B.2 illustrate the distribution after log(x + 1)
transformation.
Additionally, I performed two non-transformative approaches. The first is
a quantile regression, which models the relationship between the independent
3

Some described by Hyndman (n.d.).
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variable and conditional quantiles of the dependent variable Chen (2001). The
second is a winsorization process, in which outlier values (in this case defined
as values from the higher 95th quantile) are changed to the closest non-outlier
observation. In both approaches, outliers still have an effect on the resulting
estimators, but a less dramatic one. Since heteroskedasticity is present in the
data, a modified heteroskedasticity-robust Bootstrapped quantile regression is
used.
Table B.1, Table B.3 and Table B.2 show the results of the discussed regressions for the two dependent variables: a non-robust OLS regression, OLS
regression with robust standard errors (robust), OLS regression with log(x+1)
transformation (robust), a quantile regression (robust), and an OLS regression
for winsorized data (robust). We can see that most estimators are statistically
significant with p-value bellow 0.001, with the exception of a 4-year dummy
variable, which is in some cases insignificant. All regressions have a positive and
increasing coefficient size for bigger renewal dummy variables, with comparable
sizes of the coefficients (with the exception of a non-linear log(x+1) transformation, which has a percentual interpretation). With respect to the normal
OLS, coefficients on renewals in winsorized and quantile regressions mostly have
smaller and similar value, which can be expected as a result of the process of
decreasing the effect of outliers. The constant coefficient on quantile regression is significantly smaller in all regressions (while those of OLS regressions are
similar), which can be attributed to the fact that the distribution of renewals
is skewed towards zero, which influences the median.
In further analysis, I will use heteroskedasticity-robust regressions on winsorized forward citations.4 In contrast to the regular OLS regression, this
method deals with the impact of outliers. At the same time (in contrast to
the data transformation and the quantile regression method), it is conceptually
clear and the results of the regressions have a straight-forward interpretation.
Regression results
Table 4.1 shows the results of regressing the two proxies on patent renewal
categories. The dataset is restricted to patents in specific periods, as discussed
in the previous text; outlier observations are winsorized.
The relation between forward citations is clearly positive: patents with a
higher number of renewals are likely to be cited more, too. Regression coeffi4
Even after the winsorization process, heteroskedasticity is present, as tested with
Breusch-Pagan and Cook-Weisberg heteroskedasticity test.
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4.renewal
8.renewal
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N
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normalized
0.584***
0.0101
0.171***
0.399***
167925

5-year
(0.00376)
(0.00529)
(0.00562)
(0.00560)

2.250***
0.161***
0.564***
1.390***
167925

7-year
(0.0153)
(0.0213)
(0.0219)
(0.0217)

3.374***
0.344***
1.233***
2.335***

(0.0228)
(0.0337)
(0.0336)
(0.0322)

149664

Table 4.1: Regression of normalized, 5-year and 7-year forward citations on renewal
dummy variables
Regression of normalized, 5-year and 7-year forward citations on renewal dummy
variables (renewals after 4, 8 and 12 years). Sample restricted to patents granted
between 1981 and 2007 or 2009 for normalized and 5-year or 7-year citations, respectively. All the dependent variables were winsorized. The constant corresponds to no
patents with no renewal event, standard error in parenthesis, *** corresponds to p
<0.001, ** p <0.01, * p <0.0.

cients for normalized forward citations indicate how much more frequently the
renewed patents are likely to be cited: a coefficient of 0.4 in case of a 12-year
renewal, for example, indicates that patents that were renewed after 12 years
receive on average almost half a citation more per year with respect to patents
that were never renewed. Similarly, regression coefficients for 7-year citations
indicate by how much are renewed patents likely to be cited more in the first 7
years since patent grant: a coefficient of 2.34 in the case of a 12-year renewal,
for example, indicates that patents that were renewed after 12 years receive
on average more than 2 extra citations in the first 7 years since patent grant.
As the sample for the 7-year regression is restricted to patents granted before
2007, newer patents are not discriminated against. Almost all the coefficients
are statistically significant and on the rise, with the exception of the 4-year
renewal in the case of normalized forward citations. In a formal statistical
test, we can reject the null hypothesis that coefficients on the renewal dummy
variables are equal (which would suggest that there is no difference in terms
of citations between e.g. patents renewed after 4 and 8 years), with p-value of
0.00 for all combinations on both regressions.5
Additionally, I investigated whether the positive relation between patent renewals and (normalized or restricted) forward citations is consistent over time.
Table 4.2 shows the results of regression of normalized and 5-year forward citations on the three renewal dummy variables (standing for renewals after 4 8 and
5
The coefficient for 4-year citations in the regression for normalized citations is significant
at 10 % level with p-value of 0.057.
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normalized

5-year

constant
4.renewal
8.renewal
12.renewal

0.641***
-0.00806
0.166***
0.455***

(0.00483)
(0.00665)
(0.00684)
(0.00719)

2.444***
0.0729**
0.460***
1.456***

(0.0196)
(0.0266)
(0.0266)
(0.0277)

before 94
– 4.renewal
– 8.renewal
– 12.renewal

-0.347***
0.153***
0.198***
0.0819***

(0.00802)
(0.0107)
(0.0109)
(0.0117)

-0.803***
0.137**
0.389***
0.333***

(0.0310)
(0.0426)
(0.0436)
(0.0468)

N

167925

167925

Table 4.2: Regression of normalized and 5-year forward citations in two periods
Regression of normalized and 5-year forward citations on: renewal dummy variables
(renewals after 4, 8 and 12 years), dummy variable for patents granted before 1994,
and their intercepts. Patents granted after 1994 are the base, sample restricted
to patents granted between 1981 and 2009. All the dependent variables were winsorized. Constant corresponds to no patents with no renewal event, standard error
in parenthesis, *** corresponds to p <0.001, ** p <0.01, * p <0.0.

12 years) with an additional dummy variable for patents granted before 1994.
The constant and renewal coefficients represent a baseline for patents granted
after 1994. From the table, we can see that the positive and increasing relationship is consistent over time, however, its scope differs. Patents granted before
1994 are likely to have fewer citations (e.g., never renewed patents granted before 1994 received by 0.35 citations less than patents granted after that year).
However, these patents show a stronger relationship between renewals and forward citations, especially for the patents renewed after 4 and 8 years (though,
for each category, the expected normalized citations are still rather low). Speculatively, this may be explained by the rise of strategic patents in recent years,
that are renewed (for their private value), but receive little citations (for their
social value).
We can thus observe a consistent positive relation between patent private
value (approximated by patent renewals) and social value (represented by forward citations)—even when we control for time trends and outliers. In the
following section, I will study this relation in more detail for patents owned by
NPEs.
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Non-practicing entities’ patents

As described earlier, the social value of a patent may reflect only a part of its
private value—patents may also be purchased or renewed partly for strategic
reasons. NPEs by definition focus on ways to monetize patents strategically,
and it can be expected that their patent portfolio will include more patents
with high private value (Fischer & Henkel 2012). In this section, I will analyze
how this transfers into their social value.
To do this, I use four lists of patents:6 patents held by Intellectual Ventures
(IV), a semi-randomly created statistical mirror of patents held by Intellectual
ventures (“IV mirror”), patents assigned to several big technological companies
(“big tech”) and patents held by RPX Corporation (RPX). In order for the
results to be comparable, I use subgroups of patents that are valid (with respect
to the date the database was created).
I start by providing an overall statistics for patent renewals, grant year,
and citations. I then analyze the relation between private and social value by
regressing forward citations on patent renewals.

4.2.1

Time distribution and renewals

The four lists of patents vary in number, distribution in years, and renewal
rates. By far the biggest is the “big tech” list, consisting of 223,329 patents,
74.22 % of which are valid; Intellectual Ventures list consists of 19,445 patents,
99.34 % of which are valid; Intellectual Ventures “mirror” consists of 19,236
patents, 82.6 % of which are valid; and RPX Corporation list consists of 2,265
patents, 89 % of which are valid. A large proportion of valid patents of the two
NPEs is expected, as the lists are actual portfolios (as described in Section 3.2).
Importantly, given the fact that less than 1 % of Intellectual Ventures patents
is invalid, this supports the accuracy of the list and the renewal estimates.
Figure 4.11 shows the distribution of patents by grant year (normalized
as percentages), Figure 4.12 shows the distribution restricted to valid patents.
Table 4.3 shows the number of patents renewed after 4, 8, and 12 years (for
the whole list and for valid patents only).
We can observe several trends for each list. The “big tech” list of patents
has a clearly increasing tendency in time, which corresponds to the boom in
the area over past years. This tendency may also be responsible for the large
6

The lists are discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
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4 (%)
8 (%)
12 (%)
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“mirror”
13,47
38,84
26,1
21,59

-now
7,75
38,64
27,41
26,19

IV
2,67
32,54
27,46
37,33

-now
2,67
32,6
27,49
37,24

RPX
4,44
19,14
24,91
51,51

-now
4,65
19,83
26,06
49,46

“big tech”
17,3
37,69
22,61
22,4

-now
12,4
39,62
24,82
23,15

17430

14142

17104

17073

2184

1957

191777

139041

Table 4.3: Patent renewals by patent list
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Figure 4.11: Patent lists: distribution Figure 4.12: Patent lists: distribution
of granted patents
of valid patents
Proportion of granted patents in a given
year to all the patents in the list, restricted to 1995–2013. N = 19,445 (IV),
19,236 (IV mirror), 2,265 (RPX), 223,329
(big tech).

Proportion of valid patents in a given year
to all the patents in the list. N = 19,316
(IV), 15,912 (IV mirror), 2,033 (RPX),
165,764 (big tech).

proportion of patents renewed after 4 years only. On the contrary, the RPX
Corporation has a slightly decreasing tendency in time, which may indicate that
the company focuses on aggregating older patents. The company’s distribution
of renewals corresponds to this finding: almost a half of the patents held by
the company have been renewed after 12 years. Interestingly, we can see a
sharp difference between Intellectual Ventures’ patents and the “mirror”: for
example, while only 2.35 % of patents from the first list were never renewed,
12.2 % from the second were.
On average, the patents from the Intellectual Ventures list are cited more
frequently than patents from the “mirror”: 1.63 average normalized citations
(with standard deviation of 3.38) compared to 1.18 (with standard deviation of
2.48). This corresponds to the higher renewal rates of patents in the first list,
indicating higher social and private value of these patents. The patents in the
“big tech” list are cited by 1.06 patents on average (with standard deviation of
2.09), indicating a bellow-average social value. The patents held by the RPX
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Figure 4.13: Average 5-year forward ci- Figure 4.14: Average normalized fortations by list
ward citations by list
Differences in 5-year forward citations
among patents from various lists. In order
for the results to be comparable, the sample is restricted to valid patents granted
between 1996 and 2014 (IV and “IV mirror” patents list contain only 1 patent
granted before the period).

Differences in normalized forward citations among patents from various lists.
In order for the results to be comparable,
the sample is restricted to valid patents
granted between 1996 and 2014.

Corporation have a high average number of forward citations: 2.09 (3.34),
which his indicates higher social value of the portfolio.
Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.13 show the average number of normalized and 5year forward citations by patent list in time (restricted to present patents only,
as discussed in further text). We can observe that the above-average social
value of NPEs’ patents is persistent over time for Intellectual Ventures (IV) and
RPX patents. However, older “big tech” patents, which are generally less cited,
seem to be more cited in comparison to the other lists. This may indicate a
decreasing social value of patents in the area in recent years.
All these findings indicate that the NPEs’ portfolios have an above-average
private value (with a large proportion of patents renewed after 12 years). I will
now focus on the question of how this corresponds to the patents’ social value.

4.2.2

NPEs: social and private value

To analyze the relationship between social value (represented by forward citations) and private value (represented by patent renewals), I use the OLS
regression—similarly as in Section 4.1.1. The regression model is constructed
differently in two ways. First, I use an additional dummy variable for each of
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the patent lists, and its interactions with renewal dummy variables—this allows
me to control for the effects of patent renewals for each of the lists.
Second, I only use the subgroup of valid patents, as the Intellectual Ventures
and RPX patent lists are already restricted to valid patents (they represent the
current portfolio of the two companies). This causes the never-renewed patents
to be omitted from the regression, as both the normalized and 5-year citations
can be meaningfully used as a proxy for patents which are 5 years old at
minimum.7 Additionally, this changes the interpretation of the regression: for
example, an 8-year renewal variable represents all patents that were renewed
after 8 years and are valid—in other words, patents that are from 8 to 12
years old. In effect, 8-year renewals include some patents that will eventually
be in the future renewed after 12 years; and similarly, it does not include
patents that lapsed after 12 years (for example, a patent issued in 2000 that
was renewed after 8 years but not after 12 years is omitted, as it is not presently
valid). Compared to a regression on the whole dataset, this may cause the
coefficients on lower renewal dummy variables to be higher (as they include
some proportion of patents that will eventually be renewed in the future).
The regression model is thus:

f orward citations = β0 + β1 renewal8 + β2 renewal12
+ βIV,0 IV + βIV,1 IV.renewal8 + βIV,2 IV.renewal12
+ βRP X,0 RP X + βRP X,1 RP X.renewal8 + βRP X,2 RP X.renewal12
+ βbt,0 big tech + βbt,1 IV.big tech + βbt,2 IV.big tech

As the dependent variable, I use normalized and restricted patent renewals
(which can be treated as continuous variables, as they have a straightforward
linear approximation). On the right side, β0 represents a constant for the whole
model (for patents in the base group: “mirror” and 4-year renewal); β1 and β2
represent the effect for 8 and 12 year renewals with respect to the constant (for
patents from the “mirror”); βIV,0 , βRP X,0 and βbt,0 represent the effects of each
patent list with respect to the constant (for patents from a the 4-year renewal
base for each list); and the two renewal coefficients for each list—βIV,1 , βIV,2 ,
7

Otherwise, newer patents are discriminated against in both measures, as discussed in the
previous section.
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normalized

5-year

constant
8.renewal
12.renewal

0.761***
0.395***
0.977***

(0.0250)
(0.0331)
(0.0359)

3.242***
0.716***
2.479***

(0.0979)
(0.122)
(0.129)

IV now
– 8.renewal
– 12.renewal

0.195***
0.0406
-0.155**

(0.0394)
(0.0500)
(0.0514)

0.781***
-0.00384
-0.663***

(0.152)
(0.184)
(0.186)

RPX now
– 8.renewal
– 12.renewal

0.433***
-0.112
-0.141

(0.121)
(0.139)
(0.135)

1.491**
-0.427
-0.507

(0.459)
(0.512)
(0.499)

big tech now
– 8.renewal
– 12.renewal

0.00666
-0.0514
0.0410

(0.0262)
(0.0346)
(0.0377)

0.0382
-0.0603
0.548***

(0.103)
(0.128)
(0.136)

N

108722

108722

Table 4.4: Patent lists: regression of normalized and 5-year forward citations on
renewal dummy variables
Regression of normalized and 5-year forward citations on renewal dummy variables
(renewals after 8 and 12 years). Sample restricted to valid patents granted between
1981 and 2009. Both dependent variables were winsorized. The constant corresponds
to no patents with no renewal event, standard error in parenthesis, *** corresponds
to p <0.001, ** p <0.01, * p <0.05.

βRP X,1 , βRP X,2 , βRP X,1 , βRP X,2 —represent the effect of 8 an 12 year renewals
for each group, with respect to the constant, the group coefficient, and the
renewal coefficient (for patents in renewal categories for each group).
Two examples illustrate the interpretation: patents renewed after 8 years
from the “mirror” list are expected to receive (β0 + β1 ) forward citations;
forward citations on patents renewed after 8 years from the IV list are expected to differ from patents renewed after 8 years from the “mirror” list by
(β0 + β1 + βIV,0 + βIV,1 ) − (β0 + β1 ) = βIV,0 + βIV,1 .
Again, the OLS assumptions need to hold (as discussed in previous section):
linearity in parameters, random sampling, sample variation in explanatory variables, and zero conditional mean. To control for heteroskedasticity and outliers
(still present), I used heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors and winsorized
dependent variables.
Table 4.4 shows the results of the two regressions. For the dependent variables, we can see that both the dummy variables for IV and RPX patents are
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significant both statistically and in size—with estimated 25.62 % and 56.9 %
more normalized forward citations with respect to the base for IV and RPX, respectively (and with p-value <0.001). This suggests that the patents owned by
NPEs have an above-average social value: the companies’ patents are likely to
receive more citations per year than the patents in the “IV mirror” list (by 0.2
and 0.43, respectively). The size of the coefficient on RPX patents may be attributed to a different distribution in time and among different classifications—
patents of certain age and from certain classifications may tent to show more
citations. However, the coefficient on IV is directly comparable, as the distribution matches. In contrast, the coefficient on “big tech” is insignificant
(both statistically and in size), indicating that the patents in the list are cited
similarly among renewal groups.
The renewal coefficients suggest a different relation between private and
social value in the case of Intellectual Ventures’ patents. Just as with the
regression for the whole dataset, the 8 and 12-year base dummy variables show
that patents that were more renewed tend to receive more citations (per year
and in the first 5 years). The renewal dummy variables for RPX and “big tech”
show no significant difference from the overall trend: the increase in citations
between 4 and 8 or 8 and 12 years is approximately the same as for the base.
However, in case of the Intellectual Ventures’ patents, we can see a significant
negative coefficient for the 12-year renewal and an insignificant coefficient in
the case of the 8-year renewal. This means that while the trend of increasing
citations with renewals is still present, it has a milder form than in the case of
the “mirror”.
Figure 4.15 illustrates the difference in patent social and private value slope
between IV ant its “mirror”. In comparison, Intellectual Ventures’ patents show
higher citation rates for less renewed patents—however, this difference almost
diminishes for patents renewed after 12 years. While overall, the company’s
patents tend to be more socially valuable, this is less true for more privately
valuable patents. This would correspond to the finding by Abrams et al. (2013)
that while there is an overall positive relation between forward citations and
the patents’ private value, highly valuable strategic patents tend to be cited
relatively less frequently.
More specifically, Figure 4.16 (Abrams et al. 2013) shows an “inverse U”
relation between patent private value and forward citations for patents owned
by NPEs. While I use a different proxy for private value (Abrams et al. (2013)
uses annual licensing revenues obtained directly by patent holders), the two
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from Table 4.4, illustrating the possible
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“[The] inverted-U shape [may be] the
result of two types of innovative effort
[. . . ] Productive innovative effort leads to
the traditional increasing relationship between patent value and citations; defensive [strategical] innovative effort, however, leads to a negative relationship.”
(Abrams et al. 2013, p. 2)

figures show similar trends. The milder slope of relation may be explained
by the higher proportion of strategic patents in Intellectual Ventures’ portfolio:
these patents may be highly privately valuable, and more common among more
renewed patents. At the same time, they may be less socially valuable, with
less citations per year of from grant, and thus limit the slope of positive relation
between private and social value of patents.
In contrast to the Intellectual Ventures’ milder trend, the RPX corporation’s
patents show a trend comparable to the “IV mirror” and “big tech” lists. This
shows that the Intellectual Ventures’ difference in trend cannot be generalized
to all NPEs. The two companies apparently have different business models—
and as Mazzeo et al. (2013) point out, there are significant differences among
NPEs. While Intellectual Ventures is one of the biggest and most prominent, the
RPX is a relatively small company described by IP Checkups as a “defensive
patent aggregator” (as discussed in the Introduction). However, to explain the
difference in slope, more patent portfolios need to be analyzed.
Additionally, the findings are limited by the variables. Specifically, patent
renewals only cover four renewal categories, and thus account only partially for
the private value of a patent. It is possible that in case of a continuous proxy
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variable for private value (such as data from surveys among patent evaporators,
as discussed in Section 2.3), a stronger effect of strategic patents (a smaller
correlation between private and social value for high privately valuable patents)
might be detected among patents owned by NPEs.
The following can be summarized from the findings. First, there is some
evidence that NPEs tend to accumulate more privately and socially valuable
patents, in comparison to the two control groups. Second, patents owned by
Intellectual Ventures tend to show a milder relation between private and social
value for more privately valuable patents. This can be explained by a higher
proportion of strategic patents in their portfolio and lower social value of these
patents.

Chapter 5
Conclusion
This thesis used data on patents held by Non-practicing entities (NPEs) and
analyzed their social and economic value in comparison to two control groups.
Here, I summarize the results and interpret them in the context of the broader
discussion on the role of NPEs in the patent system.
NPEs—companies, whose business model is centered around selling, licensing and legally enforcing patents, as opposed to using them for production—are
rather controversial players in the complex patent system. According to some,
they are helping to create a patent market and promote new discoveries, others argue that NPEs represent a burden, and are responsible for the increase
in the cost of litigation and settlement for low quality patents for “practicing” entities. The question of patent quality is one of the central questions in
the debate—whether NPEs are concentrating on and litigating over low-quality
patents. The present literature does not consistent evidence in either way.
I addressed the question of NPEs’ patent quality empirically, by focusing on
their value—using forward citations (citations received from other patents) as a
proxy for social value, and patent renewals as a proxy for patent private value.
As the two are determined in independent processes (patents are cited even after
the expiration of their validity), I could use them in regressions to investigate
their relation. While controlling for time trend and outliers in forward citations,
I found that generally, there is a consistent positive relationship between the
two values. This provides a strong evidence that those patents that have a
higher private value are also more socially valuable—and vice versa.
Running a similar regression on the valid patents of NPEs and the carefully
compiled control groups (described in detail in Section 3.2), I found two main
results. First, there is some evidence that NPEs concentrate patents of both
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higher social and economic value: their patents are on average both more
cited and renewed. Most notably, patents held by Intellectual Ventures showed
higher renewal and citation rate than the patents in a statistical mirror designed
to match the time and classification distribution. This suggests that NPEs do
not uphold low-quality patents. Still, this conclusion has its limitations, as
the patent lists compared are either randomly chosen (in case of “mirror”, as
opposed to a specific patent portfolio) or have a different distribution in time
and among classifications (in case of “big tech”).
Additionally, I found some evidence that patents owned by Intellectual
Ventures—one of the biggest and most notable of NPEs—show different relation between patent citation and renewal rates. Specifically, while Intellectual
Ventures’ patents are generally more cited, the difference diminishes for more
renewed patents. This may be explained by higher proportion of strategical
patents in their portfolios, which show higher private value and lower social
value (a relation described by Abrams et al. (2013)).
Unlike the results for Intellectual ventures’ patents, patents owned by the
RPX Company do show a comparable relation between private and social value
(disregarding a difference in the constant). While the two companies’ business
models are characterized differently (and the RPX patent portfolio is significantly smaller), there is no clear explanation for this difference. This shows the
limits of the presented conclusions concerning the different relation.
Consequently, several directions for future research can be formulated. First,
while forward citations and renewal rates provide logical proxies for social and
private values, respectively, a continuous proxy for private value would allow for
a more detailed analysis. Second, the relation should be analyzed on a larger
sample of both NPEs and “practicing” entities, to investigate differences in the
companies’ portfolios. Third, it might be telling to perform a similar analysis
without the restriction on valid patents. All these changes would provide more
insight into the differences in patents owned by NPEs.
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Appendix A
The database
In this Appendix, I list the methods, sources and codes used to generate the two
datasets for the main analysis. I do that for two reasons: first, for transparency,
enable anyone check the validity of the procedures in detail; second, to allow
anyone to benefit from my work—these scripts and queries may be replicated
in whole or in part without limitation.1

A.1

Database structure

The patent database consists of the following tables:
• The grant table, which contains the following variables for each granted
patent: number (unique patent identifier issued by United States Patent
and Trademark Office (USPTO), e.g. 7147151), num claims (number of
patent claims, e.g. 19), date (date the patent was granted, e.g. 2006-12-12)
and title (title of a patent, e.g. Foldable transaction card systems).2
• The grant application table, which contains the following variables for
each granted patent: patent id (unique patent identifier issued by USPTO,
e.g. 7147151) and date (date when an application for the grant was filled,
e.g. 2003-12-10).3
• The grant classification table, which contains the following variables for
each granted patent: patent id (unique patent identifier issued by USPTO,
1
All the source codes listed here are publicly available at https://zenodo.org/record/
51296.
2
The table is available at: http://fungpatdatabase.s3.amazonaws.com/grant_
patent.tsv, as of 04/26/2016.
3
The table is available at: http://fungpatdatabase.s3.amazonaws.com/grant_
application.tsv, as of 04/26/2016.
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e.g. 7147151), mainclass id (identification number of one of over 300
classes, to which a patent belongs, e.g. 235; can be more than one per
patent) and subclass id (identification number of one of over 4.000 subclasses, to which a patent belongs, e.g. 235/493; often is more than one
per patent).4
• The maitenance table, which contains the following variables for each
granted patent: patent id (unique patent identifier issued by USPTO,
e.g. 7147151), event (maintenance event code, which indicates type of
event processed by the USPTO, e.g. M1552), fee date (date the event took
place texttt20140612) and payement (arbitrary variable indicatig if maintenance fee for 4th, 8th or 12th year hass been payed, e.g. 8; interpreted
using the USPTO maintenance events code interpretation).5
• The pat cit table, which contains the following variables for each granted
patent: patent id (unique patent identifier issued by USPTO, e.g. 7147151)
and citation id (unique number of a patent cited by the listed patent, e.g.
2767756; usually is more than one per patent).6
• The firms table, which contains information on patent lists described
in previous section: number (unique patent identifier issued by USPTO,
e.g. 7147151), firm (identifier of the patent holder, e.g. iv standing for
Intellectual Ventures) and source (identifier of the patent number source,
e.g. web standing for Intellectual Ventures’ website).7
• The random 250 table, which contains number of 250 000 randomly chosen patent numbers.

A.2

Database modifications

In addition, I made the following modifications to the database inside the
SQLite environment.
4
The table is available at: http://fungpatdatabase.s3.amazonaws.com/grant_uspc.
tsv, as of 04/26/2016.
5
The table and the code interptetation is available on the USPTO’s website: https:
//bulkdata.uspto.gov/data2/patent/maintenancefee/, as of 04/26/2016.
6
The table is available at: http://fungpatdatabase.s3.amazonaws.com/grant_
uspatentcitation.tsv, as of 04/26/2016.
7
The lists sources are discussed in the main text.
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In the maitenance table, new column payment was created to indicate maintenance events of paying 4, 8 or 12 year renewal fees. The following code was
used:
1 update maintenance set payment = case
’M184’, ’M2552’, ’M274’,
2
WHEN maintenance.event in
’M284’, ’M3552’) THEN "8"
(’M1551’, ’M170’, ’M173’,
4
WHEN maintenance.event in
’M183’, ’M2551’, ’M273’,
(’M1553’, ’M172’, ’M175’,
’M283’, ’M3551’) THEN "4"
’M185’, ’M2553’, ’M275’,
3
WHEN maintenance.event in
’M285’, ’M3553’) THEN "12"
(’M1552’, ’M171’, ’M174’,
5
ELSE "0"
6 END

In the pat cit table, columns for grant date of citing and cited patents,
and additionally citations restricted to 5 and 7 years were created using the
following codes:
1 update pat_cit
2 set citing_grant_date = (
3
select grant.date
4
from grant
5
where grant.number =
pat_cit.patent_id
6 )

7 where exists (
8
select *
9
from grant
10
where grant.number =
pat_cit.patent_id
11 )

1 update pat_cit
2 set citation_grant_date = (
3
select grant.date
4
from grant
5
where grant.number =
pat_cit.citation_id
6 )

7 where exists (
8
select *
9
from grant
10
where grant.number =
pat_cit.citation_id
11 )

1 update pat_cit
2 set citation_5y = 1
3 where
julianday(pat_cit.citing_grant_date)

<=
(julianday(pat_cit.citation_grant_date)
+ 365.25*5)

1 update pat_cit
2 set citation_7y = 1
3 where
julianday(pat_cit.citing_grant_date)

<=
(julianday(pat_cit.citation_grant_date)
+ 365.25*7)
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IV

IV mirror

The creation of the statistical mirror involved two steps using the following
codes.8 First, a histogram for each combination of year and classification for
the whole dataset and for the IV list is counted (the last 12 lines determine the
which of the two lists is used):
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

31
grant_classification.mainclass_id,
32
grant_classification.per_patent,
33
count(*)
def histogram_iv(con):
34 from grant
cur = con.execute(
35 join grant_classification on
"""
grant_classification.patent_id =
select
grant.number
strftime(’%Y’, grant.date) as
36 group by
year,
37
strftime(’%Y’, grant.date),
grant_classification.mainclass_id,
38
grant_classification.mainclass_id,
grant_classification.per_patent, 39
grant_classification.per_patent
count(*)
40 order by
from grant
41
strftime(’%Y’, grant.date),
join grant_classification on
42
grant_classification.mainclass_id,
grant_classification.patent_id = 43
grant_classification.per_patent
grant.number
44 """)
where number in (select number from 45
return [row for row in cur]
lists where lists.list =
46
’mirror_0-3’)
47 dbfile = r"patent_database.db"
group by
48 con = sqlite3.connect(dbfile)
strftime(’%Y’, grant.date),
49
grant_classification.mainclass_id,
50 hist_iv = histogram_iv(con)
grant_classification.per_patent 51 # hist_all = histogram_all(con)
order by
52
strftime(’%Y’, grant.date),
53 f = open("hist_sample.tsv","w")
grant_classification.mainclass_id,
54 for row in hist_iv:
grant_classification.per_patent 55
f.write(’\t’.join((str(e) for e
""")
in row))+"\n")
return [row for row in cur]
56 f.close()
57
def histogram_all(con):
58 # f = open("hist_all.tsv","w")
cur = con.execute(
59 # for row in hist_all:
"""
60
# f.write(’\t’.join((str(e) for
select
e in row))+"\n")
strftime(’%Y’, grant.date) as
61 # f.close()
year,
# -*- coding: UTF-8 -*import sys,sqlite3

8

The scripts were created with a kind support from Bořivoj Tydlitát.
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Second, the statistical mirror is created. The following script has two modes
which are activated using the following arguments: “select hist sample.tsv
hist all.tsv > export.tsv” which creates the mirror using the two histograms
from the previous step; “hist hist sample.tsv hist all.tsv > export.tsv” which
creates a WPS for the two histograms which can be used to compare the mirror
with the original list.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

31 def gen_ratios(part, all):
32
return
dict(((k,part[k]/float(all[k]))
for k in part))
33
def query_all_patents(con):
34 def write_tab(l):
cur = con.execute("""
35
sys.stdout.write(’\t’.join((str(e)
select number, strftime(’%Y’,
for e in l))+’\n’)
grant.date) as year
36
9
from grant
37 def
10
""")
select_patent(ctr_freq,year,probs):
11
return ((r[0],int(r[1])) for r 38
total = sum(ctr_freq.values())
in cur)
39
for clas in ctr_freq:
12
40
prob =
13 def query_all_categories(con,patent):
probs.get((year,clas),0)
14
cur = con.execute("""
* ctr_freq[clas] / total
15
select mainclass_id
41
res = prob > random.random()
16
from grant_classification
42
if res:
17
where patent_id==?
43
return True
18
""", (patent,)
44
return False
19
)
45
20
return (rec[0] for rec in cur) 46 dbfile = r"patent_database.db"
21
47 con = sqlite3.connect(dbfile)
22 def load_hist(fname):
48
23
f = open(fname)
49 (mode, histf_iv, histf_all) =
24
ctr = Counter()
sys.argv[1:]
25
for line in f:
50
26
l = line.rstrip().split(’\t’) 51 hist_iv = load_hist(histf_iv)
27
(year, clas, nclas, count) = 52 hist_all = load_hist(histf_all)
(int(l[0]), l[1],
53 ratios = gen_ratios(hist_iv,hist_all)
int(l[2]), int(l[3]))
54
28
ctr[(year,clas)] +=
55 if mode == "hist":
count/float(nclas)
56
# opis histogramu
29
return ctr
57
all_yc = hist_all.keys()
30
58
all_yc.sort()
# -*- coding: UTF-8 -*import sys,sqlite3,random
from pprint import pprint
from collections import Counter
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60

for k in all_yc:
64
write_tab([k[0],k[1],hist_all[k],
65
hist_iv.get(k,0),
ratios.get(k,0)])
66
61
67
62 elif mode == "select":
63
for (number, year) in
68
query_all_patents(con):
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#pprint((number,year))
ctr_clas =
Counter(query_all_categories(con,number))
#pprint(ctr_clas)
if select_patent(ctr_clas,
year, ratios):
write_tab((number,))

Main query

The following query was used to export information on listed patents (select 1
is a view determining the list of patents to be searched for):
1 select
23
where
2
grant.number,
24
grant.number IN (select
3
grant.title,
number from select_1)
4
grant_application.date as
25
group by
app_date,
26
grant.number
5
grant.date as grant_date,
27
)
6
grant.num_claims as claims,
28
in1 on in1.number = grant.number
7
in5.n_subclass,
29
8
julianday(grant.date) 30 /* adds application date */
julianday(grant_application.date)
31 left join grant_application on
as grant_lag,
grant.number =
9
in1.bwd_cit,
grant_application.patent_id
10
in3.fwd_cit,
32
11
in7.fwd_cit_5y,
33 /* adds firm name */
12
in8.fwd_cit_7y,
34 left join lists on grant.number =
13
in6.renewal,
lists.number
14
lists.list
35
15
36 /* adds fwd citations count */
16 from grant
37 left join (
17
38
select grant.number,
18 /* adds bwd citations count */
count(pat_cit.patent_id) as
19 left join (
fwd_cit
20
select grant.number,
39
from grant
count(pat_cit.citation_id)
40
left join pat_cit on
as bwd_cit
pat_cit.citation_id =
21
from grant
grant.number
22
left join pat_cit on
41
where
pat_cit.patent_id =
42
grant.number IN (select
grant.number
number from select_1)
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44
45
46
47
48 /*
49
50

51
52

53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

63
64

65
66
67
68
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69
)
70
in7 on in7.number = grant.number
71
72 /* adds patent classification */
73 join (
adds fwd citations from first 7 74
select
years */
grant_classification.patent_id
left join (
as number, count(*) as
select grant.number,
n_subclass
count(pat_cit.citation_7y)
75
from grant_classification
as fwd_cit_7y
76
where
from grant
77
grant_classification.patent_id
left join pat_cit on
IN (select number from
pat_cit.citation_id =
select_1)
grant.number
78
group by
where
79
grant_classification.patent_id
grant.number IN (select
80
)
number from select_1)
81
in5 on in5.number = grant.number
group by
82
grant.number
83 /* adds max renewaal count */
)
84 left join (
in8 on in8.number = grant.number 85
select maintenance.patent_id as
number,
/* adds fwd citations from first 5
max(maintenance.payment) as
years */
renewal
left join (
86
from maintenance
select grant.number,
87
where
count(pat_cit.citation_5y)
88
maintenance.patent_id IN
as fwd_cit_5y
(select number from
from grant
select_1)
left join pat_cit on
89
group by
pat_cit.citation_id =
90
maintenance.patent_id
grant.number
91
)
where
92
in6 on in6.number = grant.number
grant.number IN (select
93
number from select_1)
94 where
group by
95
grant.number IN (select number
grant.number
from select_1)
group by
grant.number
)
in3 on in3.number = grant.number

Appendix B
Additional regressions results
In Section 4.1.1, I use a OLS regression to investigate the relation between
patent renewals and forward citations. I performed several versions of the regression: a non-robust OLS regression, OLS regression with robust standard
errors (robust), OLS regression with log(x+1) transformation (robust), a quantile regression (robust), and an OLS regression for winsorized data (robust).
Here, I show their detailed results.
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IX

Figure B.1: Box-and-whisker plot of log(x+1) forward citations

Box-and-whisker plot of log(x+1) forward citations for a subgroup of never
renewed patents granted after 1981. Dots mark outliers (defined as higher
values than 23 times the upper quartile), ◦ marks medinan, | marks maximum
(excluding outliers). N = 72,089.

Figure B.2: Box-and-whisker plot of log(x+1) 7-year forward citations.
Box-and-whisker plot of log(x+1) 7-year forward citations for a subgroup of never
renewed patents granted after 1981. Dots mark outliers (defined as higher values
than 23 times the upper quartile), ◦ marks medinan, | marks maximum (excluding
outliers). N = 72,089.
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normalized
fwd.
citations
constant
4.renewal
8.renewal
12.renewal
N

X

OLS

OLS, robust

log(x+1)
OLS, robust

quantile, robust

winsorized
OLS, robust

0.668***
(0.00984)
0.0243
(0.0137)
0.294***
(0.0135)
0.704***
(0.0129)
167925

0.668***
(0.00674)
0.0243**
(0.00942)
0.294***
(0.0114)
0.704***
(0.0130)
167925

0.397***
(0.00215)
0.00735*
(0.00304)
0.105***
(0.00326)
0.246***
(0.00329)
167925

0.321***
(0.00268)
0.0152***
(0.00314)
0.109***
(0.00503)
0.297***
(0.00506)
167925

0.584***
(0.00376)
0.0101
(0.00529)
0.171***
(0.00562)
0.399***
(0.00560)
167925

Table B.1: Detailed regressions of normalized forward citations on renewal dummy
variables
Regressions of normalized forward citations on renewal dummy variables. Dataset
restricted to patents granted between 1981 and 2009, constant corresponds to no
patents with no renewal event, standard error in parenthesis, *** corresponds to
p-value <0.001
5-year fwd.
citations
constant
4.renewal
8.renewal
12.renewal
N

OLS

OLS, robust

log(x+1)
OLS, robust

quantile, robust

winsorized
OLS, robust

2.656***
(0.0305)
0.135**
(0.0425)
0.712***
(0.0418)
1.818***
(0.0399)
167925

2.656***
(0.0272)
0.135***
(0.0375)
0.712***
(0.0396)
1.818***
(0.0401)
167925

0.868***
(0.00439)
0.0664***
(0.00606)
0.179***
(0.00610)
0.407***
(0.00589)
167925

1.000***
(1.03e-12)
8.70e-13
(1.30e-12)
1.000***
(1.21e-12)
1.000*
(0.489)
167925

2.250***
(0.0153)
0.161***
(0.0213)
0.564***
(0.0219)
1.390***
(0.0217)
167925

Table B.2: Detailed regressions of 5-year forward citations on renewal dummy
variables
Regressions of 5-year forward citations on renewal dummy variables. Dataset restricted to patents granted between 1981 and 2009, constant corresponds to no
patents with no renewal event, standard error in parenthesis, *** corresponds to
p-value <0.001.
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7-year fwd.
citations
constant
4.renewal
8.renewal
12.renewal
N

XI

OLS

OLS, robust

log(x+1)
OLS, robust

quantile, robust

winsorized
OLS, robust

3.822***
(0.0522)
0.354***
(0.0763)
1.983***
(0.0709)
3.504***
(0.0665)
149664

3.822***
(0.0370)
0.354***
(0.0540)
1.983***
(0.0642)
3.504***
(0.0619)
149664

1.116***
(0.00503)
0.101***
(0.00728)
0.281***
(0.00706)
0.508***
(0.00661)
149664

2.000***
(1.42e-12)
-1.15e-12
(1.72e-12)
1.000***
(1.41e-12)
2.000***
(2.17e-12)
149664

3.374***
(0.0228)
0.344***
(0.0337)
1.233***
(0.0336)
2.335***
(0.0322)
149664

Table B.3: Detailed regressions of 7-year forward citations on renewal dummy
variables.
Regressions of 7-year forward citations on renewal dummy variables. Dataset restricted to patents granted between 1981 and 2007, constant corresponds to no
patents with no renewal event, standard error in parenthesis, *** corresponds to
p-value <0.001.

